Our wins for people and the planet are possible because of your support. This year our victories built grassroots power that is driving momentum towards massive, global systems change. Together we are advancing real action from governments and corporations to protect forests, move our economy beyond fossil fuels, and reinvent our cities and transportation.

Moving Beyond Fossil Fuels
Our Climate Finance program celebrated billions of investment dollars moving away from fossil fuel companies, as well as New York’s groundbreaking commitments to increase investments in climate solutions to the tune of $22 billion. Our Ending New Fossil Fuel Production program moved British Columbia to cancel its largest subsidy for fracked methane gas.

Protecting Forests
Our Tropical Forests program released groundbreaking research confirming the need to protect 80% of the Amazon by 2025, and stop rapid deforestation. Our Northern Forests program helped secure British Columbia’s commitment to stop logging in 2.6 million hectares of old growth—now we are working to ensure its commitment becomes law.

Reinventing Cities and Transportation
Our SAFE Cities program catalyzed the building electrification movement in dozens of communities in the US and Canada and helped car-centric Los Angeles ban new gas stations. Our Shipping program motivated historic municipal action to protect Canada’s Pacific Coast from the dumping of highly toxic and acidic wastewater from cruise ships.
Partners like you make these and so many more impacts possible. Together, we bring an innovative, entrepreneurial approach to climate advocacy that is growing to meet the scale of the challenges facing our planet. We're constantly building power in new ways so that government and industry simply must respond, and in 2023 we will continue to deliver outsized impact for the people and places we love. Thank you for being a member of the community that powers Stand.earth — one of the most efficient, effective problem-solving organizations working on climate and environmental issues today.

Please contact Sharon Rose with questions about your partnership:
sharon@stand.earth  |  +1.415.532.3710